October 10, 2019

LEARNING NEWSFLASH

Innovative Strategies and Tools to Enrich Knowledge

SUBMISSIONS FOR THE ACADEMIC MINUTE AND RENSSELAER FACULTY AND STAFF REMAINING OCTOBER WORKSHOPS

Association of American Colleges and Universities President Lynn Pasquerella is host of the radio segment *The Academic Minute*, produced by WAMC Northeast Public Radio in partnership with AAC&U.

The Academic Minute is seeking individual submissions from professors and post-doctoral faculty for upcoming segments on any topic, and campuses are also encouraged to submit ideas for “weekly takeovers” featuring five separate research segments from a single institution. Recent weekly takeovers featured research from University of Richmond, University of Toledo, University of Texas at El Paso, and Union College.

Please send submissions to David Hopper at dhopper@wamc.org, and be sure to tune in daily to *The Academic Minute*.

Rensselaer Faculty and Staff Remaining October Workshops

Below is a list of the rest of the October workshops that are coming up. Hope to see you there!

- Active Learning (10/21)
- Disability Services for Students (DSS) and Academic Accommodations at Rensselaer (10/25)
- Using Google Earth on the Web with Chrome (10/29)

Visit the Fall 2019 Workshops page for further information and to register: [http://info.rpi.edu/teaching-and-learning-collaboratory/#Workshops](http://info.rpi.edu/teaching-and-learning-collaboratory/#Workshops)